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INTRODUCTION
High performance parallel computing technology is wide-
ly used in scientific research, engineering technology and
military and so on, because of the technique have huge ca-
pacity for numeric calculation and data processing. MPI
parallel is an efficient parallel algorithmic. In this poster,
we have discussed the different of the serial program and
the parallel program at first. We will know MPI program
is much better than serial program. But there is one short-
coming in MPI program. It‘s will became a terrible prob-
lem when communication time much longer than calcula-
tion time in MPI program. In this case, MPI communication
always extremely complicated. So we discussed a new MPI
algorithm so that the MPI program could reduce commu-
nication wait time and get the accurate results.

PSEUDO CODE
1:Macro definition: N is total data, L is the layer number of
calculations
2:b_left[3], b_right[3] is temporary dynamic array
3:time_multiple=1, it is multiple of communicate wait time divide
calculate time
4:Initialization:Process ID(my_rank), The total number of process-
es(np_size), n=0
5:Build array A[M], M is the number of each process‘s calculate
data, M maybe different in each process.
6:while(n<L) do
7: if(my_rank<np_size-1)
8: A send 3 right part data to next process(no-wait)
9: b_right[3] receive 3 data from the next process(no-wait)
10: end if
11: if (my_rank>0)
12: A send 3 left part data to the forward process(no-wait)
13: b_left[3] receive 3 data from the forward process(no-
wait)
14: end if
15: z=0
16: while(z<time_multiple and n<L) do
17: A ++(not including the 3 data of right and left part)
18: n++
19: z++
20: end while
21: achieve the once calculate time
22: MPI_Wait all
23: achieve the once wait communicate time
24: if (n=1)
25: if(once wait communicate time >= once calculate time)
26: time_multiple=the former / the later + 1
27: end if
28: else
29: time_multiple=1
30: end else
31: if (np_size>1)

PSEUDO CODE
32: MPI_Allgather(), gather time_multiple
33: time_multiple = minimum time_multiple
34: end if
35: end if
36: if(my_rank<np_size-1)
37: b_right +1 then assign to the right part data in A
38: end if
39: if (my_rank>0)
40: b_left +1 then assign to the left part data in A
41: end if
42:end while

PSFD

Step Process0 Process1 Process2 Process3

step1 Read in data Same as process0 Same as process0 Same as process0

step2 Send data to pro-
cess1, receive data
from process1

Send data to
process0, 2, re-
ceive data from
process0, 2

Send data to
process1, 3, re-
ceive data from
process1, 3

Send data to pro-
cess2, receive data
from 2

Step3 Non-
communication
data do calculate

Same as process0 Same as process0 Same as process0

Step4 communication
data do calculate

Same as process0 Same as process0 Same as process0

SERIAL AND PARALLEL PROGRAM

In these two programs, N=1234567, L=5000.The histogram
from the first to the fourth is MPI parallel program‘s run
time, and the last histogram is serial program‘s run time.
We will know that parallel program is much better than the
other. But MPI programs have different communication
mode, you can select suitable communication mode to
solve corresponding problems. Then we will introduce 2
communication modes in the passage and test the result.

MPI WAIT COMMUNICATION AND NO-WAIT COMMUNICATION

Process
ID

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

0 9.75 11.57 9.63 0.62 10.31
1 9.79 11.57 9.64 0.60 10.31
2 9.75 11.57 9.63 0.61 10.31
3 9.59 11.57 9.57 0.69 10.31

These are two patterns of MPI program. The first is wait-
communication, which means the calculation can‘t start
before the communication end. The second is no-wait-
communication, which means calculation begins after com-
munication commands was executed. Till this moment, the
communication maybe has completed. However, we have
saved time in the second program.

The calculative data is identical in these two program-
s, N=123456 and L=50000, number of process is 4. We
can‘t use substantial amount of data to obtain some ide-
al results because of the limitation of hardware. In
these two tables, although the computing time of no-wait-
communication program is approximated with the other,
but the total time is less than the other, which means No-
wait-communication is better than wait-communication if
the communication is complex.

MPI NO-WAIT AND ADAPTIVE-CONTROL COMMUNICATION

We have explained the MPI no-wait-communication pro-
gram, but the wait-time maybe very long under some com-
plex circumstances in this program, for example, the com-
munication is extremely complicated. In this case, we
reduce calculative time so that the communication wait
time became longer relative to calculative time, so N=1234,
L=5000000, and the program will start calculate in wait
time and cover the communicating waiting time.

In the table, we will see MPI no-wait-self-adaption program
is better than the other, the waiting time is less than no-
wait-communication program.

FUTURE WORK
We have explored 3 types MPI programs, but the comput-
ing part is simple. Anyway, we can use these MPI programs
to calculate some fairly complex programs.
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